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VOLUME XL

Masquers Begin "Seige Of Pampeluna" Tonight
City .Councilmen, Students ·To Debate Merits Of PR
P1·oduction To Run For
3 Nights; May 11, 12, 13

Constitutional Party To Sponsor Public Foru111;
Cou~cilmen Beck1nan And Clancy To Participate
Harry Blair, geheral chairman of the Constitutional Party,
has announced that the Constitutionalists will sponsor a public
debate on ProporUonal Representation at 8 p.m., May 16 in
the Albert D. Cash Memorial Room of Logan Hall.
Topic of the debate will be "Resolved: That the Proportional Representation System of
Election Should Be Abolished in
favor of a "Nine X" System of
Voting." Two councilmen from
the Cincinnati Council and two
students will take part in the
The Clef Club will hold its debate.
Mr. Vincent C. Beckman, class
annual concert and dance at
of '38 graduate from Xavier and
the Sheraton - Gibson Ball- member of the Charterite Party,
room on Friday, May 18. The and senior John Grupenhoff will
event is dedicated in memory take the negative side in the
Councilman Clancy
Councilman Beckman
of the late Rev. John V. Usher, debate. The affirmative debate
PRO-NINE-X
PRO.PR
S.J. who was moderator of the team will consist of Mr. Donald
D.
Clancy,
class
of
'43
and
memgroup for 20 years.
This 'Concer.t also marks the 30
years the Clef Club has been a
student glee club at Xavier. Mr.
Franklin Bens has been music
director of the Clef Club for 20
years.
This annual event is open to
A second political party is being formed by freshmen to
students at $3 per couple. It is
take
an ac~ive part in student politics. Terry Lautenbach,
1 ·'
semi-formal and corsageless.
I .
.
spokesman for the new party, said that the group is in the
Over 400 alumni members of
process of organization and will prepare for active participathe Clef Club have been invited
tion in student politics next semester.
to the annual event. They were
Grupenhoff and Meiszer
Lautenbach expressed his consent letters and reprints of an
obituary and editorial which ber of the Republican Party, and fidence in the benefits to be who are interested in joining the
derived from the application of new party in its formative stages
appeared in The News at the senior Nick Meiszer.
to contact any of the above mentime of Fr. Usher's death. / '
Harry Blair stated that, "The a two-party system on the level
tioned
members.
Part of the proceeds to the sponsorship of this debate by the of .student government. "It is
concert and dance will be used Constitutionalists is an actualiza- good to have a two-party system,"
to finance the Clef Club's trip to tion of the Party's goal to stimu- he said, "because it will cultiCleveland next year.
late interest in politics. This de- vate interest in student activity."
bate should be of special interest Lautenbach also expressed his
to the student body because PR satisfaction with the accomplishThe News received word last
PAY UP
is the electoral system both "for ments of the class of '59 which
Bursar Margaret K. Murnahan Student Council and the Council is spearheading the move for week that it again has received
has announced that students must of Cincinnati."
the two-party system. He cited an All-American rating from the
settle all their financial obligathe
leadership shown by the Associated Collegiate Press at
As a matter of record, the Contions to the university by May stitutional Party and the other freshmen at the recent student the University of Minnesota. The .
14. Those students who fail to do party recently formed by the election as an indication of the award covers all .pha'ses of newsso will not be given exam per- freshmen are both opposed to "potentialities of the class of paper production for the first
semester of the 1955-56 school.
mits to take their final exams. the propor.tional representation '59."
The party has not designed a year. Senior Editor Tom Kerver
To facilitate the payment of these method of voting.
platform, chosen a name, or was editor-in-chief at that time.
obligations, the Bursar's Office
The debate is open to the pub- elected permanent leaders. LeadJ3ased on a point system, the
will be open 8:15 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.
lic without charge.
ing members of the group have top rating received commended
The News highly for its news
expressed an intention to abolish
the proportional representation coverage, creativeness, story consystem of voting in student elec- tent, style, makeup, and sports
coverage, and columns.
tions.
Singled out for special praise
Spokesmen for the Constituwere the editorials of The News,
tional Party which was formed
particularily the page one ediThe Xavier ROTC Regishortly before the recerit electorial in the issue of December
ment will officially commemtion have also indicated their
9 concerning alleged errors and
distaste for the PR ballot.
orate the 125th Anniverfary
irregularities in the ·student
The
following
freshmen
are
of Xavier at 1:30 this afterfreshman elections last fall.
active in the formation of Xavnoon with a year-end review.
ier's second political party: Gerry
Brig. Gen. Martin J. Morin, Chief
Altenau, Buck Blessing, George
of the Ohio r, Military District,
Castrucci, Lynn Ernst, Jim Foswill be the guest reviewing offiter, Bob Hasl, George Haas, Hank
cer, accompanied by Very Rev.
Kenny, Ken Klueh, Terry LauA group of seniors taking their
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president.
tenbach, Fred McJlride, Bob comprehensive exams tomorrow
Following the march from the
McLaughlin, Mike Molloy, Joe have arranged for a dance called
original formation in the staPaul, Ken Schneider, Ralph the "Comp Stomp" to be held.
dium, and the trooping of the
Schroder, Charley Wright, Bill tomorrow night for seniors and
lines by the reviewing officer's
Yott, and John Young.
their friends.
par.ty, two ceremonies which will
George Castrucci is temporary
The scene of revelry will be
highlight the review will be conchairman of the group and Buck Listerman's Nite Club on Spring
ducted. Senior John Grupenhoff
Blessing is director of' public Grove avenue from 9 p.m. to
will deliver a special address
relations.
1 a.m. George Horn and his
commemorating the Anniversary.
Lautenback invited stµdents orchestra wil provide the mellic
An awards ceremony will follow.
. balm for the "exam-weary"
Following the ceremonies, the
Brig. General Morin
seniors and their dates.
Regiment will pass in review
Cost of the dance will be $3.50
Results of the Alchemyst Club
before Gen. Morin, Fr. O'Connor, Taft, representatives of the CinLt. Col. J. H. Brown, and guests cinnati Chapter, Reserve Officers election have been announced. per couple, which will include
Association of America, the Dis- The members elected Fred Schul- admission to the dance and all
in the reviewing stand.
Included in the list of invited abled American Veterans, the ten president, Ed Burkert vice- the liguid refreshments that the
guests, besides the District Com- Chaswell Foundation, and Col. president, John Thole secretary, attenders can consume. All senand Don Bowie, treasurer.
iors and their friends are invited.
mandment, are Mayor Charles P. John M. Welch.

Gibson Scene Of
Annual Clef Club
Concert-Dance

Freshmen For1n Second
Student Political Party

!

~:.ct· .i': ~'

ACP Rates Neivs
As All-American

Xavier ROTC Cadets Revie,wed
By Xavier President, General

Pooped Seniors To
Hold Con1p Sto1np

Alchemysts Elect·

By Bill Poole
News Campus Etlitor
A tribute to the Jesuits of
Xavier University will be
presented tonight when the
curtains of the South Hall
Theater part on a Masque
Society premiere, "The Siege of
Pampeluna" by James Qualin.
The play, in the 31st drama season of the Society, deals with the
life of Francisco de Xavier y
Jassu-St. Francis Xavier-beginning at the age of 19 to his
days at the University of Paris,
where he met and was inflluenced by Ignatius Loyola, the
founder of the Society of Jesus.
The production will run on May
11, 12, 13 (8: 15 p.m.)
Castles In Spain
In this anniversary presentation, the Xavier family meets
for the first time with the Loyola
family at the "Siege of Pampeluna." The Xaviers fight to
defend the Basque province of
Navarre and their castle from
the grasp or the Spanish. The
Loyolas are allied with Spain.
The second meeting of the two
families occui·s at St. Barbe College, part of the University of
Paris, where Frances Xavier
(John Cappelletti) and Ignatius
Loyola (Bob Brock) are both
enrolled. John Calvin (Ed Burkert) and George Buchanan
(Joe Schroeder), leaders of the
Protestant revolt, are also students at this time.
The scene of the first two acts
is the Xavier's ancient Basque
castle in Navarre about 1507.
The stonework of the castle and
the Xavier's family coat of arms
have been painted by versatile
Tom Stadtmiller. The third act
takes place in a common-room of
St. Barbe College in Paris some
years later.
Surrender
Here the struggle is re-enacted
mentally by Francis Xavier and
Ignatius Loyola. After eight
years the once proud and ambitious Xavier surrenders himself to the ideals of the dedicated
Ignatius to become perhaps the
greatest missionary of the
Church.
"Truth is stranger than fic'tion," and for this reason the
Siege of Pampeluna provides absorbing entertainment from the
rising of the curtain to its falling, as the May 6 special prevue
indicated. While the story is not
necessarily true, the facts are
historical.
The play is definitely not a
story of pius aspirations expressed by equally-pius charac(Continued on Page 8)

In The News
SMITH'S ADDRESS at
the Honors Convocation is published in full. Turn to page 3.
JOE 1'1cCARTHY'S COLUMN
exposes subversive influences in
one of our country's best known
theatres on page 2.
MASQUE PHOTOS depicting
scenes from the "Siege of Pampeluna" are on page 8.
DR.
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Frisky Freshmen

T

he members of the class of '59 are rapidly making theirs
a distinguished class. They have been here only a few
months and already they have shown evidence that they will
be the force to bring about a revitalization of interest in good
student government.
They have originated a fu~ctioning party which had a
big influence upon the last election. Today The News reports
that a second party is now in the embryonic stage.. These two
political parties will no doubt produce far reaching effects.
Other colleges have student governments which function with
the two-party system. Perhaps Xavier will follow.
There is no doubt about the fact that the development of
parties will serve to intensify student attention on the affairs
of student government. This student interest is necessar~ ~or
a good representative .government. If the ~oter.s do. not insist
that their representatives do an outstanding Job, then they
have little reason· to expect the type of government they
should have. This intensification of interest will serve to place
more responsibility upo~ student coun~il~en. It. will als~ mean
that the councilmen will have less d1ff1culty m securing co·
operation from students when they need it.
There are many unpleasant aspects about political parties.
But on the college campus, just as in national policies, they
can play a very important role. The most productive force ~s
competitive drive. There is no better way to introduce this
healthy competitive spirit to student government than through
political parties.
The particular reason that these parties serve to distinguish the class of '59 is that for years members of upper
classes have sat an.d complained about Student Council. The
complaints have not always been justified, but none the less
they have been a favorite pass-time. The freshman have demonstrated that they do not wish to be associated with passive,
and sometimes destructive, condemnation when 'there is an
opportunity to build a vigorous student government. The freshmen deserve to be praised for their initiative. They have set an
example which rightfully can be followed by upperclassmen.

Lofty Conversation
outh frall is a marvelous institution. Some say that the
reason for its existence is to provide a convenient spot
for students to condemn everything that exists. We do not
venture to guess whether or not that is true, but we do know
that it is easy to find many definite opinions on almost any
subject in the little white frame building.
It is a good thing that the officials of our school do not
have to abide by every dictum laid down in South Hall. Many
sweeping policy changes would be made were the administration to attempt to follow all of the recommendations of South
Hall conventions.
For example, every patron of South Hall would have a
parking place reserved for himself right at the South Hall
entrance. This is a simple need which could be met with a 1500
floor garage.
Some would have the Library closed. Others would have
the Library furnish text books to each student for all courses;
Some would have the Admissions Office padlocked. Others
would expand Operation MORE indefinitely.
,
Some would ban all afternoon classes. Others would ban
morning classes as well. Some insist that bourbon should be
installed in all drinking fountains. Others would prefer gin.
Some would prefer not to pay their bills by the first day
of the semester. Others would prefer not to pay their bills by
the last day of the semester. Some would outlaw professors.
Others would have students stay away in order to Ciiscourage
professors.
; ~~ :· '.-'Ji~.,~I
Similarly proceeds the list of essential needs as they are
aired in South Hall. Our administration has dispaired of
fulfilling these simple needs. Perhaps the solution is to abolish
education, educators, and educational institutions. Then we
would have neither the time nor the ability to engage in such
"lofty" conversation.

S
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Classics ln,tegral Part Of

~iberal

By Tom Ker11er, New• Senior Editor
If anyone should tell you (and unfortunately there are
many who will do so) that a good reason to study Latin and
Greek is that such and such a percent of the words of the
English language are derived from these languages, the only
reply that I could make to them would be: so what?
It may surprise some to learn
this, but we speak the English
language, not some outdated
tongue. A n d
if the a r g ument of word
derivation i s
the one that is '
proposed to
justify study of
th e
classical
languages, then
I say that the
sceptics who
frown on the
Blg Thinker
cl ass i cs because they are "dead languages"
are more than justified. After all
. what is this argument but saying

Music Stand
By Joe McCaralay
Every orchestra master must
have his podium, every jazz.
band Us back ~oom, and every
concert its hall. In New York
City there is one place considered to be the concert hall.
The masses, when t~inking of
places of presentation, rank Carnegie Hall as number one. Wheth·
er this be true or not in reality,
the fact remains that the place
has long been a favorite, and
among its rentals must be listed
more than its share of musical
performances.
Many groups have also held
their meetings within the walls
of Carnegie. In the due course
of events during the past several
years, it has become a favorite
meeting place for New. York City
liberal groups which~ while called
by various assorted names, and
spoken of. in high· sounding
phrases, are actually the factions
that make up the Communistic
movement on the eastern seaboard. It could be said that Car·
negle Hall has itself a new cur.
tain • • • • the well known Com·
mle curtain-its color is Bolshevik red.
It would be possible to name
most of the mass Red meetings
that have been held in Carnegie.
In addition to six administrative
parleys it has been the main lo·
cation for the party's "cultural
program." Included have been
such events as the People's Song
Concert, The Morning-Freheit
Anniversary Concert, and appear.
ances of "The Weavers" (of rec~
ord fame), a group well known
for its Red affinity that has had
two of its members indicted as
Commies by House investigation
committees.
Forthcoming on the CarnegieCommie schedule are ' the Balalarka Concert and a rally to be
staged by the Daily Worker.
Why the use of this hall by
the Reds? Basically because of
two facts. First, because this is
one of the few halls in the New
York area that will open its
doors and allow ·its ~facilities to
be used by these subversives.
Secpnd, because -,f the principle
-"the better the scene of a meeting, the better its chances of
attention and attendance."
Most rental hall managemente
have clear-cut policies of deny.
ins use of their pJacn to pro-Reel
poup1. The ease with Carnepe
Is much different however. It Is
so cordial to the Rede that they
are practically welcomecl '!ltb
open ve1tlhules. This open pol·
ley ba• caued five national IUI·

_ _ _ _ _.....;....·- - - - - - in nice words that Latin and
Greek are primarily etymological
studies? But etymology is a highly specialized and extremely
scholarly field (also one which
is, to my mind at least, a highly
boring waste of time). And
have we not seen that the liberal
education is the direct contrast
· and opponent of specialization?
Then why study Latin and Greek
for the benefits of its word derivation? Further, it is not the .Purpose of this· education to turn
out the bookworm type scholar,
but rather to turn out the whole
and integrated man.
I state unabashedly that Latin
and Greek are the most impor.
tant and integral facets of every
liberal education. And if this is
so, and if the reason is not because of their word value, then
why are they so important? Sim·
ply speaking, Latln and Greek
are important not because of the
words they give us but because
of the culture and beauty that
they furnish.
Our laws, our political system,
our customs, and established
principles, our conception of the
family as the basic unit of society-all these things are based
on principles established for us
by Rome and Greece. Does it
not therefore seem wise that we
should know something about the
Greeks and the Romans? Does it
not seem wise that it would be
good for us to try to delve into
the great minds that formulated
the way in which we exist and
find out the whys and wherefores for their establishing the
principles of which we have
spoken? And what better way is
there than to study the litera.
ture, the essays, and the speeches of the great Roman and Greek
authors?
From these authors we come
to. learn not only about human
nature but also about the customs, laws, moral~ty, religion,
and ideas of their contemporaries. It would be impossible here
to go deeply into the accomplishments of .these men. They must
azines to verbosely a~ack the
hall's administration, and espe.
cially Its president, Mr. Robert
Simon, Jr. In a public statement,
Mr. Simon recently said, "We at
Carnegie Hall are encouraged to
belJeve and feel • • • • that respect
for freedom or speech and tolerance are regaining the high position they traditionally have held
In this country.''. We have a feel·
Ing that Mr. Simon was not
speaking of the democratic, con·
stltutional rights that we as citizens have always enjoyed, but
rather that freedom , and license
that the Communists desire to
carry forth their subversion
against the very constitution that
they and Mr. Simon are evoking.
It is most interesting to note
that concurrently with its proRed attitude Carnegie Hall is
endeavoring to save itself from
being razed. It has called upon
the American public to contribute to the "Save Carnegie Campaign." It would be most wise if
the American public being asked
•for funds to continue Carnegie
take into consideration the man·
agement's policy, land perhaps
leave their checkbooks unopened.
After all, affinity can be as bad
as participation, and in the case
of Carnegie Hall it is a little
hard to determine which is which.

Education

be read to be appreciated, and
that is exactly what the liberal
education offers to the studentthe benefit of reading them.
There is another aspect of
ancient R~m·e and Greece which
is well for us to come to know
by a study of their authors, and
that is the wonderful legends of
their mythology. Those beautiful
stories, which the ancients hand, ed down by tradition, give us an
excellent example of the way in
which man strives to believe in
a Supreme Being even though he
has little or no divine revelation
to support 'his theories. The ancients formulated a surprisingly
fine. religious belief solely from
the basis of natural reason. And
they further strengthened this
' belief through the stories about
their gods.
· For these reasons: (1) .An in·
sight into the minds of the men
who formufated our customs,
laws, and principles; <:!> .A study
of the world's most beautiful lit·
erature; and (3) An amazing outlook on religion based solely on
natural reason, a study or the
classics is beneficial. And only In
the liberal education cap one get
this study,
But we must be careful of
many things. First of all, we have
been taking for granted that a
person will want to appreciate
the beauty of classical literature
and will get some benefit from
it. Is this the normal case with
our students? Clearly the answer
is no.
How will the student then be
able to come to an appreciation
of these things? There is only
one possible answer that I can
see, and that is that the curricula
of the schools must force him to
take courses in English literature,
in aesthetics, in history, in philosophy, and in mathematics
which will develop in him iin
appreciation for what is good and
beautiful and worthwhile. The
study of Latin and Greek is the
fruition of an appreciation of
beauty that is gained from the .
other subjects.
There is actually a twofold
problem here, although the solution for ,both is the same. The
first problem Is that of' the professor who is- bent on grammar
and words as the most important
part of teaching the classical
languages. Here, In the midst of
the world's most beautiful literature, we see some pseudo scholar
asking one of bis students to
parse this word or to explain
why that clause is In the subjunctive mood. And, as a result,
the student has undoubtedly
been preparing his work strictly
I on a grammatical level.
The student may know well
the reasons for this dative or
thl\t accusative, but how much
does he know about the beauty
and the wonder of that which he
is reading? The greatness of the .
literature has been lost for the
sake of a few w9rds or clauses.
And .this blame I must place on
the professors who teach the
classics in this abhorrent manner.
Let us first speak of the ideal
situation. lt would undoubtedly
be best if Latin and Greek (or
Latin, at least) could be placed
in the curricula of grammar
schools. In this way the 'student
would be over the obnoxious part
of studying the language when
he is ready to enter high school,
and he would be able to spend
his grammar ~chool time learning
vocabulary and grammar. Thus,
when he begins high school,
schooled as he is in the funda·
mentals of the language, he will
be able to leave these things be·
<Continued on Pace 7)
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DR. VINCENT . SMITH· .SPEAKS AT HONORS CONVOCATION
I

•

•
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Notre Dame Professor Of Philosophy Stresses
American Lack Of Qualified Intellectuals
The following is the text of an
address, "The Liberal Arts and
the Basic Sciences," delivered by
Dr. Vincent. E. Smith, professor
of philosophy at the University
of Notre Dame, at the Xavier
University Honors Convocation,
Monday, May 7.-Ed.
In accepting a great honor
from a great institution, I wish
to explain the meaning of Xavier
by projecting the liberal arts
into vital contemporary problem,
our emergency in the so-called
basic sciences. From government,
industry, and the hall of education, there are persistent reports
that our shortage of theoretical
scientists may even imperil our
nationl defense. In such a crisis,
as young as the college freshman himself, can any element
of solution :be found in arts that
were born in antiquity and cultivated at Xavier for a hundred
and twenty-five years?
American Inadequacy
In thumbing through the story
of 20th century physics, it iS
quite apparent that nearly every
leading idea 'bears a European
dateline. Our own country has
had the practical genius to embody theries, incorporated from
abroad, into great engineering
achievements. But in general
America has claimed no great
theorists like Einstein, Planck,
Bohr, Heisenberg(. l!'ermi and
Dirac, de Broglie and Rutherford.
To picture native Americans of
the quality and quantity of such
geniuses may be too sanguine a
hope, but in its candid and cruel
proportions, the fact remains
that there are not enough theoretical physicists in Amercia for
the harvest In atomic research.
There is, of course, no formula
for the production of good physiclsts, and even in searching out
the causes of our present short.
are, the analysis becomes darkly
· entailed in the whole complex
of. American culture. Our critics
need hardly remind us that we
are a practical-minded folk, impressed more by experimental
results than by the intrinsic
worth of abfitraet ··principle. A
spirit of this kind was quite nat·
ural In a young nation carvins
its place against an ever retreat·
inc frontier; and it is no surprise
to find that up to the turn of
our century, our lntelleetual eul.
ture was shipped in, at first from
Ensland and France and later
from Germany. When Amerlea
reached a maturity, able to es·
press her 1enius in a philosoph·
ieal way, the orl1lnal voice was·
that of William James.
Like most philosophers since
Pescartes, James was seeking a
criterion of truth, and his search
finally ended in the so-called
pragmatic method. According to
James, truth is defined by its
practical consequences. "'The
true,' " he said, "to put it briefly,
is only the expedients in our

These pictures were taken at the Honors Convocation last Monday. The picture on the left shows
John Grupenhoff, president of the Xavier Chapter of Alpha ·Sigma Nu, who was master of ceremonies,
Rev. J. Peter Buschman, S.J., acting dean, Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president, who is presenting the Athenaeum Prize Key to Jim Wiggs for his literary contribution. The picture on the right shows
the students assembled in the Memorial Fieldhouse for the presentation of awards. Photo by Karches

way of behaving." In this respect, to paraphras.e · George
Sorel, James merely sanctioned to his college experience; but the
the practical minded direction of abstract pursuit of truth, if it is
the American genius and blessed to be effective in basic science
it with an academic respecta- and in other areas, requires that
bility. If America has been short- the human mind be equipped
changed in theoretical scientists, with certain arts at the pre.col·
surely a large share of the blame lege level of education.
is the pragmatic method which
There are two broad divisions
has come to be a citerion of of such arts, the logical or lantruth not merely in the work-a- guage arts on the one hand and
day world but even in our intel- the mathematical arts on the
lectual cuture. Our present day other. Historically, they are
university has surrendered its known as the liberal arts-arts
lofty ideal, unfilded in Athens because they involve a construcand held aloft whereer learn- tion by human reason and liberal
ing has florished, the love of because they enable the mind,
knowledge for its own sake.
like a free man to operate for
More lmpottant
its own proper good, the possesIf there is one· thing more . sion of truth. By means of these
important than -knowledge, it is arts the mind achieves command
the love of knowledge. St. Thomas · of its own instruments to analyze
Aquinas, recognizing as a Chris- and abstract, to reason and
tian theologian that the super- reckon, to communicate and
natural destiny of man is a vision, criticize, and thus awakened its
did not hesitate to exalt know- own dynamism, the mind can
· ledge as a foretaste of be_~~itude engage from its own inner vitalitself. To convert knowledge ity and not merely for pragmatic
into a mere pragmatic device reasons, in the pursuit of knowis not only to defeat the pur- ledge and truth. Without a prior
pose of a university, but to possession of .the liberal arts, the
turn against the very nature of generalization, order, and comscholarship, which received an municability necessary to basic
infinite exaltation when the science or any other basic knowWord became flesh and dwelt ledge cannot prosper.
amongst us. .When ex-President
The crisis Jn basic science has
Conant of Harvard defines the been favored by our prapnatic
objectives of the liberal college
as the cultivation of man, the
citizen, he parts company with
the whole tradition of western
learning where the intellectual
· virtues of science and wisdom,
rather than the social virtues of
the citizen, have always been the
liberal ideal.
But in or out of the basic sciences, theorists are not made by
universities, and I venture to
suggest that the current shortage
of theoreUcal physicists will not
be relieved by merely offering
more and even better science
courses in our colleges. True
606 Yins SI.
enough, the pragmatic spirit of
our academic community will
PArkwa1 l·,HI
discourage whatever latent. talent for abstract theorizing the
average student brings with him

commitment which has led the
modern university away from its
great liberal vocation . to pursue
knowledge for its own sake. But
if the acquisition of the arts
necessary to science is in large
part the work of pre-college education; it may be of value to
sample the general direction of
the current teaching of language
and mathematics through all the

It's

stages of formal schooling.
For such purposes, it should
be noted that pragmatism, as
defined by James, was taken up
with a slightly different emphasis
by John Dewey, a philosopher
who has had an immeasurable
inpact on American education.
There are two aspects to Dewey's
philosophy of education. In the
(Continued on page 6)
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Dusablon, Brennan
r--r--~
~~..,':::.'..~:?'.~~;;::-_;;~·-~G~~~~~~~~~.,,,._:!'\ ·Star As Four Studs
~1:Y'1
Elitninate Naptown

011••
. . .-~-lf'J.flT'P

, A LA'
P

The Four Studs eliminated the
Naptown 3 Plus 1 from a possible
~~~- ~
~
first place ·berth by soundly
~~
troµncing the losers in a three
·
= ~ '
game sweep. Victors in only four
games out of 21 in their previous
HALEY
matches, the Studs displayed a
show of power that left no doubt
tlf.i
'
as to the outcome. Jim Dusablon's 552 total led the losers,
but it was Mel Brennan who
provided the crusher with a 225
finale and a 539 triplicate. In that
big game, a string of six strikes
after a double blow was the telling factor. Bob Kirchner's 503
was little solace for the confident, perhaps overly so, Sleepy
Town foursome.
Continue Streak
The Gin Bottle Four, of late
picking up first place steam,
demolished the 5 Minus 4 Plus 3
on the sti-ength of Arrie Delrose's
475 series. Adding steam to the
kettle, Pat Gilligan totaled 462.
For the losers, Don Hoeing rolled
422, but there· was little help
from his dis-spirited teammates.
In the other match, the Martians
took the odd counter from the
Jets. Jim Dehan continued his
excellent scoring with a 533 set
on consistent games of 175-184174. Fo.r the Jets, Vic Oberting
toppled 432 in a losing effort.
Final Round
Next ·Monday brings the final
three games of this year's schedule bringing together the teams
for the usual position night. The
Four Studs_ and the Gin Bottle
Four are featured as they meet
to decide this year's league champion. The participants clash on
alleys 17 and 18. In the other
contests, the Naptown 3 Plus 1
face the 5 Minus 4 Plus 3 on 15
and 16, and the Martians and
Jets collide on alleys 13 and 14.
Standings prior to the final
round:
Won
Lost
Four Studs ................ 45
30
Gin Bottle Four ........ 44!
30!
Naptown 3 Plus 1 .... 40!
341
5 Minus 4 Plus 3 ...... 37!
371
Jets .............................. 36
39
Martians .................... 31!
43!
~ J.-~

.-d' ~ -

BY
J"OHN P.

COYNE_ CLOSING CAREER
AS ST AR HURLER FOR X

lm's Enter Final
Stages Of Play

.
.
By Flo Sokolqwski
\
A pmt-sized left-h_ander with a big curve-that's Xavier's
By Bob NoJJalc
baseball counterpart of the roundball's Jimmy Boothe Tom
As the last lap of school swelCoyne. Any scouting report should also include "the po;sessor ters to
sticky close, the cries
of a sneaky fast bal~ and a .lot of junk." (Baseball terminology from the intramural diamonds
shatter Xavier's twi-light. Last
for the slow, breakmg variety of pitches.)

a

A local product, Tom registers
out of Hyde Park. He started at
the game of baseball in his junior year at Purcell high school
pitching two seasons of winnin~
ball. As a senior, Tom led the
Cavaliers to the regional finals.
Then he came to Xavier. And
being a place kicking specialist
his high school days, Tom instinctively became one of Bob
Finnell's, then freshman coach
hopeful charges. However whe~
the time for rose blosso~s the
birds and the bees, and' also
baseball showed itself, Tom
reported for baseball. And since
that initial moment when a
green, little southpaw towed the
mound for X, it has been all
baseball for Coyne.
A
t Xavier, Tom has piled up
ERA of 0.75 and 1.46 in his soph0 .more and junior years repectlvely.
bl Bad luck in the form of
a oop single or a costly error
has kept his college record at
fo~r wins and three lost. Tom
pomts to a 4-0 shutout against
Marshall College as his best
pitching effort, and he lists Jay
Hornsby, slugging first baseman
of Ohio U., as a pitcher's nightmare. That same Ohio team,

week the Gophers earned an
- - - - - - - - - - - - - opportunity to vie for championTom concludes, has given him
ship by slidding over the Fightmultiple nightmares.
ing Irish by a four run margin.
During the past two summer
months, Tom has been a mem- They will face the All Stars in
?er of the local Deer Park pitch- the quarter finals.
In the other section of the
mg staff. In '54 he led his teamtournament
the W o l v e r in es
mate~ . to a city champicinship,
grounded
up
the Boilermakers,
comp1lmg an effective 15-3 recthem a crack at
20-8,
to
give
ord. Last year almost provided
the
Animals
in the quarter
a repeat performance, where a
defeat in the finals checked finals. The finals will consist ·of
Tom's progress who "tailed off" a tourney of three games to be
to 11-4 on the season. Cu1·rently played next week.
To~ has a 2-0 record, listing but to a bright future filled with
Wright Patterson as his latest hopes for this likeable and somesuccess. These are the baseball what quiet lefty. As for many
accomplishments for Tom Coyne. others, . a short term in the
~t X, . Tom is an Accounting Army first awaits Tom. AftermaJor with an economics minor. wards, Tom intends to follow
He complements his school ac- through on an accounting career
tivity during the regular year
with surveying work for the city. with just one hitch. He'd like to
Following Tom's footsteps at be detaine~ with a pro baseball
Xavier is his brother Bob now a contract. Know_ of any major .
freshman . Th e res t of his per- league team that needs a lefty
sonal cheerleaders include one with a world of stuff • • • ,and.
other brother, two younger sis- control?
ters, and Mom and Dad, his first
tutor. And perhaps the biggest
booster is one Nancy Huber his
The Drug Store Clotat To
fiancee, presently enrolled ~s a
Xa.Cer Vm°""""
junior at UC in Applied Arts.
Tom can look to the future
with some uncertainty, perhaps,
MBllll8 1·1111

•••r••IJ

............., ...
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Turn CoUege Ball Pro?
Small Schools Say No
By Mel Brennan, NeH'8, A.saistant Sporl• Edilor
Recently the NCAA and the Big Ten suspended and fined
a number of .schools for paying thejr athletes more than
the prescribed amount of money and also for holding try-outs
and· paying the prospective students fare to the campus.
At least one of these schools ran an article in their school
publication to the effect that all football should be paid like
the pros and thereby eliminating all suspensions and fines
placed· upon these offenders. .
If this were to come about, just where would the small
college, with its limited resources come into the picture? The
~nswer is quite simple. They wouldn't.
·
. lt is true, that today the small college has a hard enough
time keeping up with their big sisters, the major colleges. For
one reason, the much larger schools, like the ones in the SEC
Big Ten, and Pacific Coast, have a much larger drawing
capacity than the small college. Another reason is that the
resources of the major schools is so much greater than J;hat
of the small university that there is no comparison.
Figures Prove Strong Point
Let's take a look at the figures. A Big Ten school draws
on t~e average .of 65,000 fans per game. Usually the cheapest
seat m the stadium runs the person somewhere in the neighborhood of three dollars. That means that, not including refreshments, the take is about $195,000 per game before expenses. Four or five home games and the figure jumps to
$780,000 or $975,000 for the complete season before expenses.
The per game take alone will run most of the smaller
colleges for a full year, including all athletics and not just
football. When you take into consideration that basketball and
a few of the minor sports also take in admissions, you find
that the major colleges have athletic programs netting the
school, in some instants, close to one million dollars.
As you can see, the small college is at a great disadvantage before it even begins. Just how great would the disadvantage become if the NCAA and the Big _Ten were to pass a
r~s~lution stati~g .that college football players could be subsidised to any hmit the school might deem necessary?
Has Become Important Tradition
College athletics have become a part and a tradition not
only ~o the nation, but ~o college life as we.11. They have
ben~f1ted many students, msofar .as they have provided scholarships to students who otherwise could not· have attended
an institute of higher learning. To this, everyone must be
grateful fo~ helping t<? bu.ild this into a greater and more
learned nation. But, this will all come to pass, if, as the gentleman who asked the NCAA to make football professional
the NCAA literally makes football a game for "paid animals.':
That seems to be; the general concensus for the people
involved, !ind the fans of t~ese schools. It would be all right
for them, 3ust as long as their team can obtain the best athletes
and give their school more glory. But, what about the others
who graduated from these small institutes? They are left with
only the run-of-the-mill players.
To~ay, ~~ere are far more graduates from small colleges
a!ld universities than there are from the major institutes. Let's
give these men and women a chance to root their alma maters
on to victory ·with teams, and not weaklings that were unable
to make the grade in the "professional ranks" of the major
colleges and universities.
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Cincy, Dennison
Down X Netters
By Same Score '
By Bob Q11eenan
The past week of Apr. 30 was
not too bright for the Musketeer
net men and golfers. To start
things off in a very bad way, the
tennis team dropped a 9-0 decision to a very strong UC team.
The Muskies only won one set
in this Cincy "free-for-all." Another sad thing about this match
was that Jim Brockoff was
beaten for the first time.
Then previously beaten Bellermine came to town on Thursdax and it looked as though the
Muskie spirits might rise again.
But it didn't turn out the way
most Muskies fans expected. The
netman were .beaten in a hard
fought match 5-4. It seemed as
though nothing would or could
go right for the tennis· team.
Dennison Tough
The roof fell in as red-hot
Dennison came and handed the
tennis team its fourth loss in
nine matches by a convincing
9-0 score. It was only the second
time that Jim Brockoff, Muskie
court ace, was beaten as he fell
7-5, a..:.2. Monday, the Muskies
travel to Huntington, W. Va.
where they will take on the Marshall Green Herd. Muskie fortunes may rise as they have previously beaten Marshall.
On the gol~. side of the picture, Xavier's linkmen were
beaten by the University of
Dayton "Flyers" 16-11. Tim
Conliffe was low man for the
Musketeers with a 78. It was
the seventh time in eight outings that the "green hounds of
X. U." have been defeated.

Golfers D1tbbed
Eastern Kentucky's g o 1 f e r s
handed the Xavier golfers a
92h-82h loss at Maketewah this
past week. Tim Conliffe·,was the
low man for the Muskies with
a 76.
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Muskies Stop W-P To End Losing Streak
Wayne, Oluo U. Halt M1tsketeers Bid For Eiglitli
Corisec1ttive W i111iing Season ·under Ned W 1tlk

TURN PROFESSIONAL

By Jack Cherry
The Xavier University Baseball nine snapped a five game
losing spell last Saturday afternoon by downing the WrightPatterson Air Force outfit 9-2 on the Xavier Field. Tom Coyne
gained the win, his second of the season and he was never in
serious trouble. The victory moved Xavier's season record
to three wins
defeats. ·. '

against

five

Saturday afternoon.
This will end Ned Wulks baseball coaching career as next
year he wih devote full time to
basketball and turn the hardball
reigns over · to Don Ruberg,
Xavier's new Freshman coach
who will assume his duties next
September.

UC Wins
On May 3rd,' the Musketeers
traveled crosstown and returned
on the short end of a 4-1 count.
Russ Geisler hurled for the
Muskies and pitched commend
able ball with the exception of
the initial inning when the Bearcats tallied three of their runs.
'
Hitting was again sorely sad for
the Musketeers land it spelled
their defeat.
The following afternoon, the
Musketeers entertained the
Wa'.Yne. University. nine and lost - The Rifle Club held its first
thell' fifth game m a row, 7-2. annual banquet last Wednesday
Hank Schmidt, making his first May 9 at the Trolley Tavern'
start of the cam~aign ~fter being in hon'or of the 125th anniver~
troubled all sprmg .with a sore sary of Xavier University.
suffered the loss, his second of
a brilliant college career. Hank's , Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman,
college mark now stands at S.J., dean of men, and Colonel
seven wins, two losses.
Jesse H. Brown, professor of
Last Tuesday, the Bobcats of military science and tactics were
Ohio University continued their guests of the Rifle Cllub.
mastery over the Muskies with
Af.ter a dinner of roast prime
a 3-0 win.
ribs of beef and sundry culinary
side dishes, Fr. Ratterman and
Face Flyers
Col. Brown prese,nted varsity
With only four games remain- letters to the 14 members of the
ing , on the Musketeers schedule rifle team. New members of
Coach Ned Wulk will be pulling the club were · awarded yellow
out all stops in an effort to fin- fourrageres and the trip marksish with a better than .500 sea- men of the classes of '58 and '59
son. Wulk has never had a los- received rifle performance badging nine since' coming to Xavier. es.
The club members gave Major
Monday afternoon. the Musketeers play host to Villa Madonna Glenn B. Helmick, senior modColege, an earlier season victim erator of the Rifle Club, a
14-2. After that come two games bon voyage present. Major Helwith Miami and a single en- mick will leave Xavier Univercounter with the Dayton Flyers sity this summer for a tour of
in ~ Family Day contest next duty in Europe.

ROTC Honors Rifle
Club· Memihers At
A •
n111vei-sai-y Feast

1955 Co-Captains Francis Sweeney ancl Don St. John set their
sights on Canaclian football after recently signing with Ottawa of
Canadian Football League. They join former Musketeer line coach
Bill Smyth, who also moved up to the professional ranks.

EC SOFTBALLERS OPEN
SEASON WITH VICTORY
The Evening Division entry in
the CYO (slow pitch) League
opened the '56 season on April
30 by defeating the Clergy Team
17-16, in a Frank Merriwell
finish, scoring 13 runs in the
5th and 6th innings.
Pitcher Joe Sanker won his
own game by doubling with the
bases loaded in the last of the
sixth to climax a ·seven run
rally. Other leading hitters were:
Skip Fellinger 4, Art Fioresi 3,
John Grever 3, and John Chelekis. Suprising power was shown

by the XUED club, pounding out
three homers, two triples, and
eight doubles.
Coach Jim Siciliano waxed
optimistic after the game. "We've
got a good team-they make
mistakes, but all they need is
work on defensive assignments.
They hit well enough," he
chirped. Jim had some of his
players a bit mystified because
of his prancing motions at third
base. They thought he was giv
ing signals. Turned out that Jim
was just cold.
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Noted Philosopher Stresses Need Of· Liberal· Arts In Speech

.

(Continued 'from Page 3)
first place, he regarded the sc~ool
as primarily social in function,
having for its aim the adjustment
of the learner to his biologicalcultural environment; the school
hai:: for its specific purpose not
the intellectual develoyment .of
man, the thinker, but the social
evolution of man, the C'itizen. In
the second place, Dewey regarded
all knowledge as a mere instrument, validated only by its co~
sequences. As a result of t~is
view, language and mathen1:atics
are described in the educational
jargon as tool subjects. Taught
strictly for use, the liberal arts
from grade school through college tend to be regarded a~ skill
courses, and since use in primarily a social affair, language ai:d
mathematics are emphasized pnmarily fo1· their relevance to
citizenship .
Liberal Arb As Tools
In a very strong sense, the
liberal arts are really tools
simply because they ai·e instruments which equip the mind for
the pursuit primarily of abstract
truth. But where · language and
mathematics are taught merely
as tool subjects they will not
make very good tools. Unlike
mechanical arts which construct
a product outside the mind,
language and mathematics have
an intellectual status and are
governed by their own intellectual principles. There is a logic
embodied in a good prose paragraph, a ·paragra~h that is not
a mere staccato of simple declarative sentences but a hierarchy with the proper coordination and subordination of id~as,
the right transitional divices,
and the conect punctuation
scheme to express the organization of thought. · Logic has suf. fered as much as language because our students are no long'!!r
wrestling with the hierarchies
in, for example, Cicero's periodic
sentences. A good course in
writing introduces a learner even
in grade school to the proper
ordering of ideas that may sol'ne
day expand 1 n! t o scientific
achievement. In any event the
ultimate aim of a language program requires attention to the
liberal" character of language~ It
is not a mechanical system to
be learned by root, and were
it taught merely as a skill subject without the deliberate attempt to understand it, much of
its value for the lib~ral ideal
will remain unrealized.
The understanding of language,
begun early in education, requires attention in college where,
at least under our present ar·
rangement, a ·full.dress course in
logic aids the mind in a critical
and reflective possession of -an
its instruments. Unfortunately, in
many of our liberal colleges,
there is hardly any emphasis on
creative writing and even less
respect for the composition of
poetry. The argument is proposed
that even the bachelor of arts
today does little writing or reading except in' business reports
and correspondence and that cieativc writing is an expendable
part of an already crowded syllabus. Here again, apart from all

the other issues involved, there
is a serious dislocation between
our existing educational practices
and the need for abstractive
theorizers. Surely o u r great
thinkers in history have always
been imaginative and truly ere. ative minds, and what can give
a finer challenge in this regard
than creative writing.. It can
surely be conceded that there is
a discipline for the mind in the
exact description of the Suspen.
sion Bridge or an accurate ex110sition of a fluoridation program; and yet there is an equa~
necessary discipline in the control of one's original creations
for expressing the darker and
llee11er things explored by fiction.
The liberal art of mathematics,
presupposing that of language, is
even more relevant to the cultivation of basic theorists. Science
in its most perfect form, mathematics, brings· the mind to grips
with the most rigorous scientific
order. It is sheer pragmatism to
exalt mathematics only because
it is exact; surely every genuine science can make a similar
claim. Mathematics is valuable
in the culture of the intellect
because its principles are abstract
and general and because it exer-

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Mont1omel'J Road

Evanston

can serve ~ur culture by workln1
In whatever ways we can toward
the revltallzatlon of the liberal
arts against the present borl101111 ·
of pragmatism. Who would deny
that a critical possession of the
arts of reading and writing and
of reasoning and reckoning Is
presupposed to the extent that
any further education beeomes ·
effective?
The kinship between philosophy and theology on the one
hand and the liberal arts on the
other in a familiar · historical
fact. The emergency in basic
science has enabled us to look
at the liberal arts from an angle
that at first sight seems the
fartherest removed from ·their
previous historical content-the
angle of present-day theoretical
physics.' Such arts not only equip
reason with the instruments for
its proper work at a theoretical
and abstract level, but as ways
to wisdom, they invite the, mind
to the exciting life of pursuing
truth for understanding, I have
dwelled upon this theme because
my own debt to Xavier is not
so much the knowledge that
could be crowded into four years
but the love of knowledge that
can inspire and enrich a lifetime of liberal learning.
·
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ing enjoyme~t in the Droodle at left:
Lucky-smoking couple on mooillight
drive. Lucky smokers always ·enjoy better taste, because Lucky Strike means .
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sented not as mere skill or tool
subjects, but with the truly.
liberal aims of understanding
them are highly relevant to our
current emergency in basic science. Taught in the mode of
·understanding and not merely
for· practical utility, language
· and mathematics at all stages of
education can be effective means
of awakening the notion that the
works of the mind are a great
adventure and that there is repose
for ihumain intelligence in th:e
mere possession of truth apart
from its utilitarian consequences.
In Europe where theoretical
research has flourished,, the
Gymnasium of Germany and. the
Lycee of France provide a solid
foundation in the liberal arts
prio to specialized studies. As a
rule, the European scientists
writes prose with a clarity and
even an elegance, and his mathematical attainments are superior. Such a proficiency in the
liberal arts is at least a sign of
the kind of background which
best prepares ·the mind for
theoretical work.
It is too late for many of us
here to make up for substantial
deficie•cies in our own coinmand
of the liberal arts. But ·au of us.
whether upperfflassmen or not.

WHAT'S THIS?

Cut 31ourself in on· the Lucky
Drooille gold mine. We pay $25
for nil we uae-and for a whole
raft we don't use! Send >.'our
Droodles with descriptive titles.
Include your name, addl'tlllll, col·
lege and clau and the name and
addreu of the dealer in your col·
lege town from whom you buy
cigarettes most often. Addre88:
Lucky Droodle, Box 67A,
MountVemon,N. Y.

The Xavier Chapter of Tau
Kappa Alpha, national honor
. forensic fraternity, recently held
elections. Frank Conneighton
was elected president, Bob Man·
Iey was elected vice president,
Bill Glueck was elected secretary.

,..

cises the mind in perfect scientific discourse. At this juncture, it may be
helpful to recall the contrast of
Gabriel Marcel between a problem and a mystery. A problem
is something that can be finished,
so that the mind may move on
to other considerations; there is
no more to be learned about l
and 1 after knowing that it is
equal to 2. But a mystery, in
Marcel's figure, is inexhaustible.
The propositions, God exists, or
man is free, are capable of constant reconsideration without
ever sounding their depths. Now
the subject that deals par excellence in problems is mathematics, and it is urgent to study
pure problems to be aware of
what it is to ha\ie complete
understanding; where mathe.matics is studied in a properly
mathematical way, the mind is
made aware also of the metaproblematic world of mystery
that invites reason to a lifetime
of study. Yet mathematics can
never be studied in terms of
'pure problems unless it is pursued as pure mathematics, apart
from the application which enagae it in the mystery of things.,
If the foregoing premises are
valid, then the liberal arts, pre-
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Eight Reivarded At Eve1ii11,g·
Division, Honors Co11vocation

Kerver Continues
_ Classic Defense
(Continued from Page 2)
hind forever and concentrate
solely on the beauty of the literature he is reading. But once
again, thanks mainly to· the pattern Mr. Dewey has set in the
minds of educators, such a solution seems quite impractical and
has very little likelihood of being
put into practice.
Now let us examine, in the
light of what has just been said,
a plain and clear fact. Unless a
student is able to clearly and
comprehensively read an author
in the original, he is wasting his
time. In other words, unless a
student can pick up the text of
a Latin or Greek author and ~·ead
him as if he were reading English, without having the barrier
of another language to overcome,
he cannot help but become engulfed in the quagmire of war. rylng more about vocabulary and
constructions than about the
matter which the author is presenting. Yet this seems to be
exactly the situation which exists, partly brought on by our
friends the hair splitting professors and partly by the student's
own lack of education to train
· him to be able to read an author
as an author and not as someone
who wrote a lcit of words to be
translated. And, unfortunately,
college is not the place to rectify
· this poor situation. It is very
dubious that even high school is
soon enough to do so. It must be
I:>egun in grammar school.
•SO with the proposal that
Latin and Greek are begun in
grammar school, we must still
look to the practical. We must in
sQme way make compensation for
the student who is and for some
time will continue to be lacking
in the fundamentals of the language to such an extent that he
is unable to read it for its beauty.
The idea I suppose will undoubtedly be disliked by classics
professors. b:ut it is the only
practical solution which I can
see. If students" are to be ex~
pected to apprec;ate an author,
it will be necessary for them to
read the works of that author in
their own mother tongue. Presuming that a student is well
enough versed in his own language to be able to read it with
some degree of iluidity, he will
be able to gain a much 'better
appreciation of what the author
is saying is he sees the words
written in a tongue which he
does not have· to parse and pull
apar.t. There are many fine trans·
lations of Latin and Greek auth. ors available. Why not make use.·
of them?
Of course, all these statements
are based on the presumption
that what the author says is vastly ·more important than the
words he uses to say it. If one
does -not agree with such a presumption, then I suggest he take
twenty semester hours of engi·
neering courses. Otherwise he
would simply be wasting his

time.

The Xavier University Evening
College Awards Convocation was
held - on Thursday, May 10, in
the Blue Room of tlw Student
Union Building on the Evanston
Campus. At this - Convocation
the following eight students were
presented with awards:
Robert E. Goodpaster and
Anthony I. Pazera received first
and second prizes, respectively,
of the Kappa Sigma Mu Scholarship Award. This honor is.
bestowed on . the freshman or
sophomore students who attain
the highest scholastic averages
in a degree or certificate proCandidates for the "Lady of the Evening Division" crown pictured gram. Both Mr. Goodpaster and
above are: (standing) Clemencia Piedrahita, Ellie Hagedorn, Elaine Mr. Pazera are second year stuWedig, Mary Lea Stadtmiller, Gail Arnold, Shirley Beck; (seated) dens in the BSBA Program. Mary Jo Cahill, Sue Oilier, Kathleen Raleigh, -and Helen Cooper.
Jerome R. Grunkemeyer, a
fourth year Accounting student,
was given the J. D. Cloud Accounting Award for attaining the
0
I
Ii
er,
Clemencia
Piedrahita,
The date of the Evening
highest
average in his junior and
College Annual Spring For- Kathleen Raleigh, Mary Lea senior years. Mr. Grunkemeyer
Stadtmiller and Elaine Wedig.
mal, May 25, looms nearer Final voting to choose the Lady will receive his certificate in
and nearer, and excitement is and her two attendants will take Accounting at commencement
exercises in June.
mounting as to who will re- place at the dance.
The fourth award, the John T.
ceive the honorable title of "Lady
Setting for the semi-formal
of . the Evening Division." Ten will be the Marie Antoinette Nolan, Jr., Catholic Literature
finalists were chosen in the vot- Ballroom of the Alms Hotel from
ing held at the Evening College 9 p.m. till l a.m. All students of or in the EC office. The donation
during the week of April 23-27, the Evening College, with their is $5.00 per couple, including
and they will now conduct two wives or dates, as well as friends, corsages, and tables will be reSo come and meet your classweeks of campaigning, ending ' are invited to dance to the music
the night before the dance.
of tri.1mpeter Joe Perrin's Orches- mates and professors at this gala
end-of-the-year affair and lend
The gfrls competing for the tra.
Tickets can be obtained from your support to the girl of your
title are Gail Arnold, Shirley
Beck, Mary Jo. Cahill, Helen the finalists for the queenship, choice as "Lady of 'the Evening
Cooper, Ellie Hagedorn, Sue from members of the Social Club, Division."

EC Dance Looms Close Over Horizon

•

Award, was received by Lorna
M. Smith, a first year student
in the BS Program. She received
a $25.00 savings bond for having
the highest scholastic average in
the Catholic Literature course.
The Xavier University Alum~
nae Association Scholarship
Award was bestowed on Lucille
M. Kelley. Mrs. Kelley is a
second yea1· student in the BS
Program. She .was given the
award for being the alumnae
mcmbc·r in good standing and
enrolled in a certificate or degree
program, who has had the highest average for the year.
Virginia L. Molique, a special
student laking courses in Accounting, was given the Accounting Award of the Cincinnati
Chapter, American Society of
Women Accountants. This was a
$25.00 award for excellence in
the study of accounting.
A third year student in the
BSBA Program, Neil E. Krause,
received the Cincinnati Industrial Advertisers Award. A $50.00
savings bond was awarded him
for conceiving and designing the
best advertising campaign.
The final award, the Cincinnati
Traffic Club Scholarship Award,
was bestowed on William E.
Glenn. This is a Scholarship
with a value of $50.00, given to
a first year man or woman student, for the study of first or
second year basic courses in
Traffic Management.

Drive with care • 1 • everywhere!

uone-Fi/ty" 2-door Sedan-with beautijul Body by Fisher I

"Two-Ten" 2-door Sedan-one of 20 frisky new Chevroletsl

HOTwithPERFORMERS
heart-warming prices!
The "One-Fifty" and
,"Two-Ten" Series bring
11ou Chevrolet's sassy
styling and record-break~
ing road action at prices
11ou'll warm up to fast!

You won't find us playing favorites. You get the same lively power
in "Two-Ten" ·and "One-Fifty"
models that you do in Bel Airs. Up
to 225 h.p. ! The same performance,
too-th{! wide-awake kind that
rates Chevy the peppiest, easiest
handling car on the road!

And look at the model choice
you've got. Twenty in ail, including
four hardtops-two of them "TwoTens." Six station wagons-three
"Two-Tens" and one "One-Fifty."
So even among the lower priced
Chevrolets /you have plenty of
choice. Come in and look them over!

•.
Bel Air Sport Sedan-here's your buy for t11e most luxury and distinction in Chevrolet's field I.
AIR CONOITIONING-TEMPERATURES MADE TO ORDER-AT NEW LOW COST. LET US DEMONSTRATE.

See Your Chevrolet ···Dealer
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Masc1i1ers Prepared For Actio11
·director.
(Continued from Page 1)
Tickets may be obtained today
ters, as one might think because
of its religious theme. It is doubt- in South Hall in exchange for
ful if Captain Kidd or Francis number 34 in the activity book.
Drake, history's famous priva- Companion tickets are 50 cents.
teers, led a life as exciting as Tickets may also be obtained at
that of Francis Xavier, Apostle the door in the evening.
of the East. Contained in the
....
..
.
. ....
play are three romances, a dream
sequence, two dueling scenes, a
Spanish dance, and a death
scene.. A comedy relief is provided by the husband and wife
servants, Fernandez (Pat Gilligan) and Isabel (Mary Lea
Stadtmiller). Mary Lea is the
twin sister of Tom Stadtmiller,
who portrays Don Miguel, eldest
son of the Xaviers.
Large Cast
"The Siege of Pampeluna" has
an unusually large cast of 30.
Other roles are: Ana, Xavier
family's youngest daughter, (Joe
Furio), Don Diego D'Ezpeleta,
friend of Ana (Mike Anderson),
Dr. Juan De Jassue, father
(Dennis Donnelly), Dona Maria
D' Azpilcueta, priest (Bill Martin), Donna Violante, sister of
Dona Marie (Carol Weisbrod),
Magdalina, abbess (Anne Ryman), Dona Inez D'Obanos,
betrothed of Don Miguel (Joyce
Kindt), Landi var, attendant to
Francisco (Jim Dusablon), Don
Jose D'Atonclo, Marita's friend
(Ron Zablotny), Don Juanito,
son (Bob Jones), Lolita, dancing girl (Joan Feiertag), Pierre
Fa v re, Francisco's roommate
(John Grady), Professor Goya,
hall prefect (Brian Bremner).
The parts of three Spanish
soldiers nre taken by Jim Wiggs,
Dick Fox, and Freel D'Ajeta.
Charles Mazza, Tom Neyer, Dick
Ullmer, and Mark Bryant assume
the roles of students. And Frank
Hamel is Juan Gorri, "the Red
Lord of Hell." The name is
Basque for Satan. Mr. John G.
Maupin,. instructor in speech, is
~~-'?ft-

These are scenes in the forthcoming "Siege of Pampeluna," presented by the Masquers. 1. General
l\larques Garcia (Fred D'Ajeta) stands adamantly as Francis Xavier's fathel' (De_nnis Don11;elly) and
mother (Jane Davoran) plead their case. 2. Inigo De Loyola (Bob Brock) consecrates himself to his
holy cause while Pierre Favre, a roommate of Francisco, (John Grady), bows p1·ofoundly and the dancing
girl Lolita clasps her hands in prayer. 3. A "hen-pecked" husband grows bolder as the servant Fernandez
(Pat Gilligan) comically threatens his wife Isabel (Mary Lea Stadtmiller) with a long blade. The hair
of Jim Dusablon, as Landivar, attendant to Francisco, stands on end as he attempts to express horror at
"the scene of domesticity.'' 4. Tom Stadtmiller, as Don Miguel, tells of his love for Dona Inez D'Obanos,
his bethrothed (Joyce Kinor), as the abbess Magdalina, eldest daughter of the Xaviers, played by Anne
Ryman, Jooks on.
-
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